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Friends Quiz 17

1. What does Phoebe call Thanksgiving?

2. What does Monica bake for Rachel's birthday instead of a cake?

3. What was the intended shape of Emma's first birthday cake?

4. What does Ross eat too much of on his and Chandler's trip to Vermont?

5. When Chandler moves in with Monica, what does Joey give him as a thank-you for being such a
good roommate?

6. Which of Mr Heckles' possessions that the girls inherit does Rachel love, but Monica loath?

7. Whilst ordering a pizza mid-flight, of what ingredient does Rachel add an extra portion?

8. Why is Ross excited when the pizza delivery girl forgets Phoebe's vegetarian pizza?

9. To which zoo is Marcel finally accepted?

10. What type of animal is Mitzi?

11. After Rachel is pulled over for speeding and Ross takes over the wheel, for what is Ross then pulled
over for?

12. What started the fire at Phoebe and Rachel's apartment?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Needless-turkey-murder day
2. A flan
3. A bunny
4. Maple candy
5. The porcelain dog
6. A seashell lamp

7. Anchovies
8. She'll have to come back, and Ross can then ask her

out
9. San Diego
10. Cheryl's pet hamster
11. Driving too slow
12. Hair straighteners

Sphinx Phoenix 
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